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Tulalip Charitable Contributions Funds Distribution Report
REST
ADDRESS: 4215 Rainier Ave S. Suite B, Seattle, WA 98118
CONTACT: (425) 395-4691; www.iwantrest.com

NAME OF AGENCY:

GENERAL GOALS:

To help victims of sex trafficking and the sex trade.

SPECIFIC USE FOR THIS AWARD:

To provide general operating funds for programs and services; serving victims
of sex trafficking and sex trade.
Thank you for believing in our vision for a community that is free from commercial
sexual exploitation, and for your partnership. We couldn’t do it without you.

For more information regarding the specific uses of the award, see the following page from REST.
disclaimer: These reports are at times summaries of content provided by the recipient, not always complete quoted material.
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Greetings Marilyn! Real Escape from the Sex Trade (REST) remains so grateful for the
partnership that we have developed with the Tulalip Tribe this year. Your generous investment
in providing pathways to freedom, safety, and hope for victims of sex trafficking and people
involved in the sex trade is a tremendous encouragement and is having a significant impact in the
lives of those we serve.
In an effort to share how our partnership has enabled us to provide our mission, I’ve attached an
update of our Key Metrics. The funds from the Tulalip Tribes Charitable Contribution were
expedited to cover costs associated with general operations throughout our continuum of care. If
upon review this report does not meet or exceed your expectations, please let me know. We are
very much open to your feedback in terms of providing accurate and helpful reporting on our
activities and look forward very much to strengthening our partnership in the coming years.
Unfortunately, due to the confidential nature of our work with victims of sex trafficking, we
cannot provide any photos of direct services taking place. However, I have attached a few
photos of our new REST Office and Drop In Center and a few others that could be easily shared
on your website.
We are really looking forward to the Raising Hands event! Thank you for believing in our vision
for a community that is free from commercial sexual exploitation, and for your partnership. We
couldn’t do it without you.
Best,
Edward
Edward Sumner
Director of Development
Real Escape from the Sex Trade
206-898-5133

edward@iwantrest.com
www.iwantrest.com
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter

Key Metrics of Operational Results
Q3

YTD

*REST Lifetime

0

6

*60

1.

Young women fully escaping the sex trade (at least 1 year)

2.

Young women helped to leave the sex trade for more than 30 days

10

25

*75

3.

Young women enrolled in community advocacy (case management)

51

61

*81

4.

Young women served through our restorative housing program

6

10

17

5.

Calls and responses to the 24-7 crisis intervention hotline

78

198

198

6.

Unique new contacts with young women in the sex trade

91

215

*1100

7.

Unique ongoing relationships with young women in the sex trade

52

116

*310

8.

At-risk young men and women engaged with prevention efforts

57

87

87

9.

New financial supporters added to our network

17

439

933

49

182

615

10. Participants at our REST Training Day

*REST lifetime stats are in the process of being retroactively confirmed, and may result in higher cumulative totals.

Qualitative Milestones
In addition to quantifying our success through streamlined and timely reporting procedures, there is tremendous
qualitative measurement gleaned from the stories of restoration we gather through monthly reporting and case
management notes. During our last quarter, some of the qualitative milestones taking place in the lives of the
young women we are serving include but are not limited to:
1. 100% participation rate for mental health counseling for those enrolled in community advocacy
2. Based on a 100% response rate to our 24-7 crisis intervention hotline, 21additional placements into safe
housing have been made
3. A young woman who has historically experienced an inability to engage in medical services due to traumarelated injuries, consulted with an online medical service and is now considering making an appointment
4. Another of the young women we are serving has enrolled in a Surgical Assistant program at a local community
college
We are also closing in on a location for the Emergency Receiving Center which will provide crisis intervention
and stabilization services to the most recently recovered and referred victims of sex trafficking in our community.
We aim to launch this program in August of 2015!

